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	With the advent of multidetector-row technology, excitement has returned to computed tomography. Not only can we now image faster and with better resolution than ever before. More importantly, the development of sophisticated image acquisition techniques has enabled us to venture into areas previously considered to be beyond the scope of CT imaging. The knowledge, experience, and vision of a host of renowned international experts in cutting-edge thoracic applications of multidetector-row CT are condensed within this book. The result is a critical, comprehensive review of the novel opportunities, but also the new challenges, brought about by the development of ever-faster CT acquisition techniques.


	Presents the latest developments in CT imaging of the thorax


	Comprehensively reviews the literature


	Offers useful practical guidelines


	Addresses both opportunities and challenges


	Written by leading international experts
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Semantic Mining Technologies for Multimedia DatabasesInformation Science Publishing, 2009

	Multimedia searching and management have become popular due to demanding applications and competition among companies. Despite the increase in interest, there is no existing book covering basic knowledge on state-of-the-art techniques within the field.
	
		Semantic Mining Technologies for Multimedia Databases provides an...
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Composing Software Components: A Software-testing PerspectiveSpringer, 2010

	Software components and component-based software development (CBSD) are acknowledged as the best approach for constructing quality software at reasonable cost. Composing Software Components: A Software-testing Perspective describes a 10-year investigation into the underlying principles of CBSD. By restricting attention to the simplest cases,...
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Learning PHP 5O'Reilly, 2004
Learning PHP 5 is the ideal tutorial for graphic designers, bloggers, and other web crafters who want a thorough but non-intimidating way to understand the code that makes web sites dynamic.  The book begins with an introduction to PHP, then moves to more advanced features: language basics, arrays and functions, web...
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Smart Sensing and Context: Second European Conference, EuroSSC 2007, Kendal, England, October 23-25, 2007, Proceedings (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2007

	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Second European Conference on Smart Sensing and Context, EuroSSC 2007, held in Kendal, England, October 2007. The 16 revised full papers and one invited paper were carefully reviewed and selected from over 51 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on spatial and motion...
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Real Food for Healthy Kids: 200+ Easy, Wholesome RecipesWilliam Morrow, 2008

	
		As a pediatrician and as a result of my recent service on the Committee on
	
		Nutrition of the American Academy of Pediatrics, I have become very concerned
	
		about the rising obesity epidemic among children and adolescents
	
		in the United States. In the last several decades, declining physical activity
	
		both at...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to Building RobotsQue, 2003
Finally, a robots book for people who don't know the first  thing about robotics! Absolute Beginner's Guide to  Robots is well-written, inviting, and action-packed, with engaging ideas  and fascinating factoids about robots and robot-related arts and sciences. You  are led gently into the...
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